Basic information processing and higher cognition: does the mammalian cerebral cortex deal with them at different hierarchical levels?
1. The primary visual cortex has been generally considered as a feature processing area where the neurons code for basic stimulus attributes, such as orientation, colour and direction of movement. Higher cognitive functions, such as attention and memory, were believed to be mediated by extrastriate regions at higher levels in a hierarchy of visual areas. However, the experiments reported here suggest that the function of the primary visual cortex is more than basic information processing in at least two respects. 2. First, significant modulation of visual responses occur in the primary visual cortex (V1) of the monkey depending upon attentional factors. There appears to be a feedback to V1 from extrastriate regions that facilitates neuronal responses in areas of attention and suppresses responses in other regions of the visual field. 3. Second, one would expect a region that is concerned with coding basic stimulus features to be rather resistant to plastic changes, as cells need to be reliable feature detectors for meaningful behaviour by the organism. However, the experiments on anaesthetized cats reported here show that a subset of neurons in visual area 17 of the cat have a potential for synaptic plasticity. Their response properties can undergo long-term changes under certain circumstances. To induce these changes, specific visual stimuli were combined with iontophoretic administration of NMDA and the GABA antagonist, bicuculline, which are believed to provide the molecular milieu for long-term potential and long-term depression.